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ABSTRACT
The library and information services have witnessed transition due to conceptual, technological and users’ needs. The recent developments in the educational organizations and the users’ needs have found few technological factors to consider changing trends. The chapter has discussed various aspects such as services, their composition, alterations and role in library’s position in the academic community. The library staff and gradual developments have been discussed along with the infrastructural strengths in library. The facets such as educating the users through the information literacy and metaliteracy; Electronic Information Resources Collection, Building and Management and Creation of Web presence among Library Users are highlighted. Digital Information Services and waving the freshness of innovation; Creating Awareness by being among the users and enhancing learning and need of “Innovation and serving the users at individual level” have been discussed in the context of role in research support.

INTRODUCTION

The library and information services have gone through tremendous changes due to conceptual, technological and users’ needs. The transition phase during any development and progress made in a certain direction provides hints of the various aspects of directions of library’s concern. The recent developments in the technological areas have compelled libraries to consider the adoption of change. Various areas of library housekeeping functions have faced transition in their operations, routines and targets to be achieved. The development of services and areas to serve have been divided into various components and discussed in elaborative way. The designing of chapter has been done in a way that comprises the details of recent developments in pragmatic sense. The thematic explanations and topic wise discussions provide the journey of library’s development. The conceptual deliberations have come out in the designing and developments of library environment. A set of dimensions such as “content; context; connectivity; consideration; collaboration; construction; confidence and continuity” has been associated with transitioning of “a digital cultural heritage library”. The transition of libraries resulted into the knowledge of navigation in the perspectives of information technology and tremendously focused staff (Li Liew Chern, (2014).

The chapter has been framed keeping the following aspects in the picture:

- Services, their composition, alterations and role in library’s position in the academic community
- Library staff and gradual developments
- Infrastructural Strengths in library
- Educating the users through the Information literacy and Metaliteracy
- Electronic Information Resources Collection, Building and Management
- Creation of Web presence among Library Users
- Digital Information Services and waving the freshness of innovation
- Creating Awareness by being among the users and enhancing learning
- Innovation and serving the ‘users’ at individual level
- Role in Research Support

The various components which have been the instruments and instrumental in context with transition of libraries during last couple of years are discussed as following:
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